
Hotel Wedina     Ibis Hotel Hamburg Alster 
Gurlittstr.23     Holzdamm 4-12 
20099 Hamburg     20099 Hamburg 
Fon +49 (0)40 280 89 00   Fon +49 (0)40 248 29 701 
 

 
 

The Ibis hotel Hamburg Alster is located directly by the Alster Lake 
Binnenalster), near the main train station.  
 
Journey from the Airport and with public transfer to the Ibis Hotel 
Alster: 
 
The S-Bahn (sub-urban rail network) line S1 operates every 10 minutes 
between Hamburg Airport and Hamburg’s central railway station, 
(Hauptbahnhof). The journey takes only 25 minutes. The “Hamburg Airport 
(Flughafen)” S-Bahn station is directly in front of the terminals and is easily 
reached by lift, escalator or stairs. 
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Journey from the main railway station (Hauptbahnhof) on foot:  
Take the ‘Steindamm’ exit from the railway station, turn left and follow the 
street “Holzdamm” up to the end.  It takes only 5 minutes. 
 

The Wedina Hotel is located directly by the Alster Lake Binnenalster), 
near the main train station. 
 
Journey from the Airport and with public transfer to the Wedina 
Hotel Alster: 
 
The S-Bahn (sub-urban rail network) line S1 operates every 10 minutes 
between Hamburg Airport and Hamburg’s central railway station, 
(Hauptbahnhof). The journey takes only 25 minutes. The “Hamburg Airport 
(Flughafen)” S-Bahn station is directly in front of the terminals and is easily 
reached by lift, escalator or stairs. 
 
From the main railway station by bus:  
 
Take the ‘Steindamm’ exit from the railway station, on the opposite side of 
the street here you will see a bus stop on the right. Take Metrobus 6 
(direction Borgweg) for one stop to ‘Gurlittstrasse’ Street. From there it takes 
3 minutes to the hotel (direction Alster Lake) 

 

Venue for the EuSoCo Conference: 
Welckerstraße 8 - 20354 Hamburg 

Venue for the Dinner (18.5. 2011, at 20:00h): 
Jolie Restaurant, Clemens-Schultz-Straße 42 | 20359 Hamburg 
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